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MOVEMENT: CROSS-HATCHING 
 
I am interested in the “cross-hatching” that occurs along the length of East 9th Street. I would define this as the movement, in 
all forms, both along East 9th and perpendicular to it. As the design team works to understand the particular issues surrounding 
multi-modal movement and the pragmatic improvements that can help to better facilitate it, I want to look at how this 
movement accrues over time, forming a dynamic and complex view of this place. 
 
I want to explore the ways in which the neighborhood physically interacts with the street – how it is a driveway; how it is a front 
door; back door; how it is a connector; how it is a border. 
 
This work will mitigate the perception of the street as merely a connector between two points. This will happen in two 
fundamental ways: First by offering the residents a perceptual continuity and resonance from vantage points within the site, 
and second, it will continually put the idea into the discussions within the design team with the perpendicular movement 
becoming a continual frame of reference throughout the design process. 
 
WAY-FINDING MARKERS (Mis-use) 
 
The projected outcomes for my intent with this project have started to come into focus. I want to engage people moving into, 
out of and across the area in a holistic, site-wide manner, using an array of encounters that gradually build up to a coherent 
layer of experience. The locale of East 9th offers a pace of movement into and out of the neighborhood that I believe I can 
attach to, particularly on a pedestrian scale.  
 
This framework has developed out of a long history with signaling devices and signage as both direct elements and as 
reference for my work. My intent is to find the proper tools (way-finding devices) with which to use as an exclamation point for 
a simple awareness of where we are in the environment.  
 
The idea follows a long-standing strategy in my work of “mis-using” materials and concepts within my work as a way of 
amplifying certain experiences. I will be looking for ways to span various distances between a marker or signal and its access. 
These markers will have a focused access from a specific location or set of locations within the area, including side streets and 
alleys. This access might be visual or audible, or both. By detaching any pragmatic intent of the signals, the encounters leave 
us to question and explore our surroundings. 
 
I have not yet determined the physical nature of the devices or markers that will be used to define these encounters. I am 
looking both at visual and audible devices that can be aimed to specific zones within the environment, in much the same way 
that some directional traffic signals, through the use of louvers, are only visible from the lane or location in which they control. I 
am also considering directional parametric speakers as part of the signal system. 
 
There might be areas within the neighborhood where multiple markers are perceivable from a single location – sort of a way-
finding sweet spot. My intent is to offer moments of perceptual amplification to those who are moving through the environment.  
 
DIAGRAMS 
 
The accompanying diagrams offer three scenarios as a starting point. The first, visual signals, diagrams possible viewer 
locations where a series of three signals come into view at the same time. The second, sound sources, diagrams the possible 
locations where focused directional tones can be heard and where 2 or three differing tones might overlap forming chords or 
tonal harmonies as a pedestrian moves through the area. The third, a hybrid, diagrams the overlap of audible tones as 
indicating a zone where the three visual signals might come into view at the same time. 
 
All of these diagrams start to define a set of methodologies that prod inhabitants to examine the space and extent of their 
environment. 
 
PROCESS 
 
Through the interactions with the design team and the proposed changes and enhancements to the East 9th infrastructure, I 
will locate a number of opportunities with which to start defining what I hope to be a neighborhood scale composition.  
 
During the early part of phase 2 of the design process I will be asking the following questions for myself and to the design 
team: 
 
A. What is the set of new added infrastructure elements (curb types, line markings, sign frames and poles, etc.)? 
B. What is the set of streetscape elements that are to be left (probably a few existing surfaces, edge conditions, telephone 

and electric poles, etc.)? 
C. What physical additions can be made that SEEM to fit into this habitat (road paint, fencing, guardrails, sign-like structures, 

lights, etc.)? 
D. What part of the set deals with movement and way-finding? 
E. How can we add additions to this set without functionally confusing the situation? 
F. How does the shift in zones inform this work? 
G. How does this work demarcate the shift in zone? 
 
Within all of the design discussions I will be looking for opportunities to multi-task with existing and added elements within the 
environment. I will also be looking to develop my own infrastructure and device language that will allow for a measured 
contrast to the surrounding site.  
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Viewer position Signal position
The above diagram shows possible locations for “way-finding sweet spots” where a series of three directional
markers are visible from a singular access point.

Sound source Zone of audible influence
The below diagram shows possible locations for directional speakers, their zones of audible influence 
and the potential for overlaps. The use of constant tones could result tonal pairs or triads coming into 
existance as pedestrians walk through the neighborhoods.

Viewer position Signal position Sound source Zone of audible influence

The above diagram shows a combination of visual signal and audio sound source working in concert. 
In this scenario, the zones where the sound sources merger indicates the viewing “sweet spot” for the array of signals.
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